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are safe from invasion and their inhabitants can sleep in
peace.
The same considerations would apply, even more
forcibly, were America the enemy. Her nearest base is at
a much greater distance than Japan, unless we include
Tutuila, which is unsuitable for a large Fleet.
Dependencies and Mandated Territories.
The above-mentioned dispositions also ensure the safety
of British Possessions and Mandated Territories in the
Pacific. Borneo, for instance, within hailing distance of
Singapore, New Guinea off the west coast of Australia,
the Fiji and Solomon Groups, and the various mandated
islands south of the equator are within the radius of action
of a Fleet at Singapore and of the Australian and New
Zealand Fleets, but out of reach of a Japanese or an American
Fleet. Neither Japan nor America could do anything to
these islands while there is a powerful British Fleet at
Singapore.
Command of the sea in the Indian Ocean.
A base and a Fleet at Singapore give England the initial
command of the sea in the Indian Ocean. Without first
destroying the Fleet, no nation could deprive her of it. Nor
could any nation interrupt her vitally important trade routes
across it, except temporarily with surface or submarine
raiders. Permanent interruption of traffic demands the prior
destruction of the Fleet.
Strategical key to the Pacific.
Two conditions are essential to the successful develop-
ment of British strategy in the Pacific. One is the completion
of the base at Singapore, the other the presence there of a
Fleet at the critical moment. The base will shortly be
finished, but without a Fleet there at the right time and in a
condition to operate, the Japanese Fleet would have a free
hand, and Australia, New Zealand, India, and the other
possessions, together with the command of the sea in the
Indian Ocean, would fall into the hands of the enemy.
But England is not in a position to station a Fleet at
Singapore in time of peace, on account of conditions in
Europe, and there can be no doubt that the problem of

